STALEMATE OX THE  MADRID  FRONT
whole mass of wall fell outwards, on to the slope leading
down to the river, in an immense cloud of srnoke. The
explosion was the signal for our advance, and the bricks had
hardly ceased falling when in eight single files we dashed
out of the gap thus formed to spread out slightly in a
fan shape and m£:e the assault. Colonel Asensio himself,
grey-haired but agile and upright as a young man, with
a stick in his hand, was easily £rst? and he maintained Ms
lead until he was well on the other side of the Manzanares.
He had jumped straight down from the bank into the
water, and a spLt second later was climbing up the oppo-
site bant. A breathless rush took us to the Red trench
which we entered simultaneously at eight points, to find
it empty. The Reds had fled The explosion and the
unexpected fall of the wall had intrigued the Red
machine-gunners, who ducked down in their shelters
wondering what was going to happen next. Their fire
so far slackened that we only lost two killed and four
wounded in this preliminary assault. Our men were then
deployed, and five minutes afterwards we were in the
Faculty of Letters, turning the Red machine-guns on
the fleeing foe. It was the most hectic ten minutes I
have ever passed."
Afterwards, however, the University City, the lecture
halls, the huge laboratories, the immense Clinical
Hospital, the research buildings, great blocks of red
brick with white stone facings standing each isolated from
the other in hundreds of acres of laid-out grounds, had
to be captured bit by bit. The Clinical Hospital for days
was divided between the Nationalists and the Reds.
The latter had to be bombed out or smoked out, floor by
floor, and casualties in the process were very high and not
on the Red side only. Communication with the rear
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